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Why are we talking about book acquisitions?
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This chart shows the expenditures for books specifically in relation to the total 
acquisitions budget. Before the Recession and the budget cuts, the print book money 
is around 30% of total materials; with the budget cuts it gets down to 17%, then it is 
partially restored to about 20%, but it goes down to ~15% now, even though the total 
budget is growing a little more stably. Even with the addition of e-books, the total 
spent on books is a smaller proportion of total than before. However, as a dollar 
amount, the spent on books is higher than FY09. Another thing worth mentioning is 
that the spent on e-books brings higher number of titles per acquisition dollar, as 
we’ll see later. So, both as dollars spent, and titles made available, book acquisitions 
are up from 10 years ago!!
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Few years ago I would have been telling you what’s new on this list. Now we have the 
opposite trends – libraries are scaling back on variety of ways to acquire books. Just in 
the last few months I’ve watched librarians present on discontinuing their approval 
plans or completely eliminating librarian selection. E-book DDA exploded few years 
ago and it seemed to crash and burn, but has now stabilized and working someone 
more predictably; on the other hand, EBA plans have gained prominence – not only 
directly from publishers, but also from aggregators, involving wider variety of 
offerings and more sophisticated setup. DDA of print books via GOBI and OASIS have 
become the main way to acquire print books for some libraries.
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What it comes down to is understanding where each acquisitions mode stands in 
relation to our own library’s values. That will determine our priorities and which acq
modes we will employ at all. And then – how we will distribute the available funding 
among the different acq modes.
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Stealing my own thunder early on – unfortunately, there is no one best way to 
acquire books.
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I stand by the belief that a combination of multiple acq modes, or even all of them, is 
necessary for a successful acq strategy.
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It is worth repeating that the quality of the content and how well it matches our 
needs is always consideration #1. We are not simply looking for a good deal!  
However, it is also important to understand that, while we’ve come a long way, we 
are still far from being able to just pick our preferred acq mode and expect all the 
content we need will be available for acquisition that way. 
Ownership vs. access: Libraries have traditionally build collections meant to last and 
we are still quite invested in securing content in perpetuity. Depending on the library 
size and mission, that is doable (and important) to a different extend. My own 
observations are that we getting more and more comfortable with access only, given 
that many items are not expected to be relevant beyond short- to mid-term. That 
allows us to focus on collecting in more narrow areas. Also, this is largely a concern 
most library users are not aware of. It is librarians and some faculty that really care 
and pay attention.
Restrictions on access could manifest in different ways and affect more than just e-
books. After all, every print book is one user-at-a-time.
Many of us seem to have relaxed a bit on controlling every title that lands on our 
physical or virtual shelves – with subscriptions, standing orders, approval plans, DDA, 
and package purchasing, title-by-title selection is increasingly becoming rare and 
outdated way to develop book collections.
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This chart shows the distribution of print book acquisition dollars per subject and acq
mode in the last 3 years. 
It is clear that not all content needed for certain subject could be obtained through 
the same methods. In some subject areas – like art of music – the library has quite 
specific needs that are hard to nail down with the tolls available in approval profiling. 
In addition, there are knowledgeable and dedicated selectors in those areas, which 
contributes to increased selector ordering. 
It is harder with smaller budgets and very targeted collecting. It is also unpredictable
how engaged faculty and students will be when given the opportunity to contribute.
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As I mentioned earlier, restrictions on access are an area of significant concern to 
both librarians and end users. But while librarians are keeping an eye on a number of 
different issues related to access, end-users main concern is simultaneous access. 
While we do get complaints when people cannot keep a downloaded book forever  or 
when they cannot print more than certain percentage of a DRMed title, simultaneous 
access is the thing that affects every single user! A review of TCCL’s e-book holdings 
few years back revealed that  while 85% of all our e-books have some sort of DRM, 
only 1.3% have restrictions on simultaneous access and that makes a big difference in 
user experience. Of course – every single print book has restrictions on simultaneous 
access and while users tend to see that as natural and non-problematic, it is 
something we need to consider from an acquisitions point of view.
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Continuing with my list of criteria with cost – if not the most important, at least the 
most obvious criteria that influences acquisitions decisions. There are multiple 
elements to the cost:
There’s list price that is dependent on subject area, level and quality of content, 
rather than acq mode, but also on format – the same title could have a different list 
price in paperback, cloth, or e-.
The purchase price however could be equal to the list price or higher (DDA + STLs) or 
lower – due to discounts. The purchase price of pre-packaged content could come 
down anywhere from 90 to 10%, or as low as 0.3% for titles in a subscription 
collection. While it is true these are being charged year after year, it would take 300 
years to spend the full list price of all titles in the collection.
The bigger the package – the better chance there is it will be heavily discounted and 
the cost per title would be very good, but that could also mean that the total for the 
package could be unaffordable to small libraries.
We need to pay attention to ongoing commitment and predictability of cost – how 
much that subscription cost will increase next year, how much will the unmediated 
DDA plan spend?
Las, but not least – staff time is a major component of the cost that is sometimes 
overlooked. 
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We will get back to cost per use, but lets first look at some data.
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TCCL employs all these acq modes for books and this is the dollar distribution form 
the last 3 fiscal years. In FY18, we spent the biggest chunks of money on librarian 
selection – 20%+22%, followed by the print book approval – 19%, and the e-books 
DDA – 18%. The e-book subscriptions spent 4% of all book money. This is in dollars! 
Let’s now look at the number of titles that stand behind the dollars.
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As you can see – you can’t see anything, because 4% of the money delivered 95% of 
the titles. 
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If we re-scale that same data to start from 500,000, we could actually see some detail 
on the rest of the acq modes: Librarian selection (including packages) gave us 2.8% of 
the titles for 42% of the dollars; E-book standing orders shows better return – 1% of 
the tiles for 10% of the $$$. These are mostly discounted packages of book series.
I hope I am making a good point here about why you should not shun subscriptions. 
With all of their shortcomings, their value is so great that it makes it worth to 
subscribe to all packages that fit the library’s profile and address subscription 
shortcomings by SUPPLEMENTING with the other acq modes.
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One more way to look at this – this is number of titles acquired per $100 acquisition. 
It again makes the value of e-book subscriptions very clear.
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There has been a lot of discussion in the profession regarding Cost per Use – how to 
calculate it, how to use it, how NOT to use it.
I agree that it is not an absolute and it cannot be applied as a sole criteria. But it is 
the way to gauge the value books to our users. In this case, it is also a good way to 
compare the value different acq modes bring.
But how to calculate it?
When it comes to subscriptions, we could certainly use the model we apply to 
journals. Calculating CPU on purchases is more complicated.
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I’ve looked at the CPU of subscriptions in 3 different ways in order to compared them 
to journals, to purchase packages, and to DDA.
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Calculating CPU on purchases depends on moment in time and varies more based on 
the original discount from list price. It is necessary to try and calculate in order to 
extrapolate and project expectations.
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This is data from CPU of print books after a year from purchase. Not surprisingly 
course readings and on-demand titles show the best short-term return on 
investment. Even though this service requites a significant investment in both dollars 
and staff time, it seems to be our BEST investment.
Good CPU for a journal is no more than $25 per PDF; it cost $30 to borrow a print 
book via Resource Sharing.
The data for standing orders is very troubling and we’ll rerun the numbers later to 
determine if these books show better ROI mid-term.
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My library’s overall strategy is to acquire a base of core content via automated and 
discounted modes, supplementing that with specifically targeted packages in areas of 
research interest.
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Demand-driven approaches allows our users to contribute and help us fill the gaps 
that cannot be addressed by whole-sale acquisitions.
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The role of library selectors is to monitor and course correct, order in specified areas 
and fill in as needed. However purchasing at full price just in case needs to be 
minimized.
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